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Rise aviator - sun will follow.
Aperture on door the wave form school.
Sentient ground of the light shrine shining.
Aperture on door the lind-hymn stone.

Sentient ground of the light shrine shining.
Aperture of door the lind-hymn stone.
The orbits arms oscillate to freedom.
Params the shore of celestial sea.

Rise aviator - sun will follow.
On aperture on door the wave form school.
Sentient ground of the light shrine shining.
Semblates the finite - to autumnate seen.

Electron sea - now set free - takes into the sky above on
sentinel stream.
And grant to me - a light to see - and pilgrimage to
mountain of the votaric form.
And lighten pon day - the solarics raise - falls upon the
ziggurat electron school.
And reap upon field - the host moon fade away - glides
the aeronaut toward the object form.

And lighten pon day - as scintillate rays - augurate
arrival of a seraphic form.
From Lebanon reels - the obelisk seen - called now
inverse upon the currenter-sign.
The matter form wanes - the host moon fades - takes
into the sky ascends the freedomward dove.
The rite of fall sealed - descendant orb hails her - down
to the ground of electron form.

And travel under twin suns rays - the host-moon fades -
takes into the clesiast at oracle school.
An epison raise - the pole star fades - wakes into
availed light of aurican form.

To reach a suns rays - through glowing bronze grace -
leaves the lake and rises toward empyrean sun.
The swans array - the crane stands veiled grace -
tunnement to the omen of the object form.
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And travel on toward the lighten pon day - on through a
spine's gates - climbs the silken thread to cross a
silvering sun.
The Orphic glow seen - as aural sounds ring - climbant
to throne within on spine's attuned prow.
Empyrean rays - engulf the nine gates - dove ascends
to freedom through a lantern filled sky.
Awakens from field - availed light's salving grace
heralds arrival of the solar-object form.

Reemerge to breathe - the outform seen - vivified by
illumined glow through auric-clad sheath.
An epison raise - the pole star fades - wakes into
availed light of aurican form.
To reach a suns rays - of glowing bronze grace - leaves
the lake and rises toward empyrean sun.
The swans array - the crane stands veiled grace -
tunnement to the omen of the object form.

And lighten pon day - as scintillate rays - augurate
arrival of a seraphic form.
From Lebanon reels - the obelisk seen - called now
inverse upon the currenter-sign.
The matter form wanes - the host moon fades - takes
into the sky ascends the freedomward dove.
The of fall sealed - cremation now reclaims - bows
toward the sun and sheds the object form.
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